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Abstract
Background

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is the fundament of various studies providing insights into questions
from biology and medicine. Nevertheless, integrating data from different experimental backgrounds can
introduce strong biases. In order to methodically investigate the magnitude of systematic errors, we
performed a cross-sectional observational study on a genomic cohort of 99 subjects each sequenced via
(i) Illumina HiSeq X, (ii) Illumina HiSeq and (iii) Complete Genomics. Consequently, we systematically
analyzed the heterogeneity between the sequencing cohorts with respect to genomic annotation and
common �lter criteria like minimum allele frequency (MAF).

Results

The number of detected variants/variant classes per individual was highly dependent on the sequencing
technology. We observed a statistically signi�cant overrepresentation of variants uniquely called by a
single platform which indicates potential systematic biases. These variants were enriched in low
complexity genomic regions and simple repeats. Furthermore, estimates of allele frequency were highly
discrepant for a subset of variants in pairwise comparisons between different sequencing platforms.
Applying common �lters – such as MAF 5% and HWE- greatly reduced the heterogeneity between cohorts
but still left discrepancies of several thousand variants after �ltering.

Conclusion

We provide empirical evidence of systematic heterogeneity in variant calls between alternative
experimental and data analysis setups. Our results highlight the potential bene�t of reprocessing
genomic data with harmonized pipelines when integrating data from different studies.

Background
From sequencing, over variant calling to subsequent statistical analysis – variation can be introduced at
any step of the genomics work�ow. Each sequencing technology produces its own imprint of systematic
biases, imposing one of the most crucial bottlenecks in genomics research. Sequencing is susceptible to
high- and low-GC regions, as well as long homopolymer runs. Repetitive regions were also a main cause
of uncertainty when assessing trio-samples for inconsistent mendelian errors [1]. Furthermore, Lam and
colleagues demonstrated the discrepancy in sequencing accuracy between platforms on the basis of one
particular individual, revealing tens of thousands of platform-speci�c calls [2]. Another important aspect
that can contribute to variance between studies is due to heterogenous bioinformatic pipelines. To this
end, several studies have been conducted. For example, O’Rawe et al., sequenced exomes and whole
genomes from 15 individuals. Subsequent bioinformatic analysis with different pipelines found generally
low concordance between data sets [3]. In 2015 three different studies analyzed the NA12878 sample
from the 1000 Genomes Project with slightly alternate setups and pipelines, yielding slightly different
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recommendations [4-6]. More recently, in 2019 Kumaran et al., and Chen et al., both re-examined whole-
exome sequencing data (WES) from NA12878, although the latter also compared whole-genome
sequencing (WGS) [7, 8]. Hwang et al., compared both the European NA12878 and the African NA19240
samples from the 1000 Genomes Project. They found a pipeline consisting of BWA-MEM and
subsequently the Genome Analysis ToolKit with the Haplotype Caller to be su�cient to reliably detect
variants in most regions, except for rare variants and di�cult regions, as for example simple repeats [9].
These studies provide evidence that processing pipelines and variant calling algorithms directly
contribute to the heterogeneity observed when comparing the results from different sequencing
experiments.

While the previous examples already offer important insights over a multitude of sequencing platforms
and bioinformatic pipelines over the years, they also highlight the inconsistencies. Most of all, a vast
majority of the previous studies were conducted on a single reference individual or at most only on a
small number of individuals, not allowing to achieve statistically-signi�cant conclusions that can be
generalized and translated to large cohorts - and making it di�cult to apply any �ltering for which a
whole sequencing cohort would be needed. However, a common strategy prior to conducting Genome-
Wide Association Studies (GWAS), for example, is to apply several sequencing cohort-speci�c �lters to
reduce variance, such as missingness, minor allele frequency (MAF) and departure from Hardy-Weinberg-
Equilibrium �lters (HWE) [10]. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been considered in studies
formally comparing a multitude of sequencing platforms and pipelines for human data. Hence,
quantifying the impact of these �lters with respect to the actual concordance rates remains an open
problem. Additionally, most analyses gravitate towards using the same references, as for example
provided by the Genome In A Bottle (GIAB) Consortium [11, 12]. This is a repository of well described,
widely accepted, gold standard variants. Such high-con�dence variants are valuable and indispensable
for benchmarking different sequencing technologies and bioinformatic pipelines. However, they also fail
to represent the full spectrum of sequence cohort heterogeneity. Therefore, the assessment of further non-
gold standard data sets can serve to solidify observations made on the gold standard variants and to
uncover potential differences.

To this end, we we re-analyzed the vcf-�les from an extensive European reference data set from a cohort
of 99 individuals associated with a healthy aging phenotype [13]. All subjects were sequenced three times
via different technologies, namely (1.) Illumina HiSeq X (HSX), (2.) Illumina HiSeq (MOL) and (3.)
Complete Genomics (CG). In order to asses sequencing cohort heterogeneity, we determined the number
of concordant and discordant variants between the three platforms, we identi�ed the genomic regions
and patterns where these variants intersect and we investigated the impact of common QC �lters on
sequencing cohort heterogeneity.

Results
In the current study, we re-examined the genomes of 99 individuals from the Wellderly project [13]. The
wellderly phenotype describes individuals over the age of 80 that present without any known chronic
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diseases and do not take any chronic medication. Each individual had already been sequenced with three
different next-generation sequencing platforms and variant calling had already been performed via three
different bioinformatic pipelines (Fig 1a). Therefore, the raw data in our current study were the resulting
vcf �les. We only considered variants, i.e. single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) and insertion/deletion
polymorphisms (InDel) with �lter tag ‘PASS’, as de�ned by the variant calling pipeline, without equalizing
the ‘PASS’ criteria between different setups. We believe that this is the most realistic approach when
comparing datasets generated by different methods. Additionally, we left-aligned the variants and split
multiallelic variants in consecutive blocks to equalize the variant annotation between the different
sequencing cohorts.

Throughout the study, we use the name of the sequencing platform (HSX, MOL or CG) to describe the
three different experimental setups consisting of the sequencing technology and the respective mapping
and variant calling algorithm. The three different genomic data sets obtained in this way are referred to
as sequencing cohorts.

Our comparative analysis consisted of three different investigations. First, we determined the absolute
number of variants in the respective sequencing cohort and all of their converging sets. Subsequently, we
focused on the subset of variants within different genomic regions, such as introns and exons or
repetitive elements. Finally, we focused on variant sites with highly differing allele frequencies between
the sequencing cohorts in order to investigate systematic “miscalls” at the cohort-level.

Comparison of concordant variants between the three platforms

In the �rst step of the analysis, we estimated the number of variants predicted for each experimental
setup and assessed the concordance between the three methods (pipeline details are summarized in Fig.
1b).

HSX was associated with the highest average number of variants, followed by MOL and then CG (Fig.
2a). Altogether, an average of 3,332,799 variants were detected per individual by all three platforms which
corresponds to 79.4% of HSX variants, 88.2% of MOL variants and 89.4% of CG variants (Fig. 2a, b). We
tested for statistical over- and underrepresentation of observed variant calls in the different sets of the
Venn-diagram (Fig. 2b) with a Monte Carlo simulation approach. The intersection between all sequencing
techniques was slightly higher than expected by chance (observed mean 3,332,789 vs. expected mean
2,921,107, p < 0.001, Fig 2c), increasing the con�dence in these calls. However, the variants unique to
each platform were highly overrepresented (MOL: 2.34, HSX: 2.98 and CG: 4.37 times more unique
variants than expected by chance) at the expense of the observed number of variants called by exactly
two platforms (Fig 2c). This indicated the presence of platform speci�c systematic sequencing errors.

Next, we investigated the concordance between different platforms more thoroughly by determining the
average number and composition of variants detected by all three, exactly two, at least two, or in just one
experimental setup. The proportion of InDels in the intersection of all platforms (6.84%) was lower
compared to each individual platform (Fig. 2d). We observed a fairly similar pattern in the distribution of
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variants found by at least two platforms where the proportion of InDels varied between ~7-9% (Fig. 2e).
The analysis of variants detected under only one experimental setup revealed that HSX was associated
with the highest number of unique variants, followed by CG and then MOL (Fig. 2f). Interestingly, the
proportion of InDels was higher than SNPs in the case of unique variants detected by HSX only. Finally,
we observed a similar pattern for the concordant variants detected by exactly two platforms (Fig. 2g).
Speci�cally, the proportion of concordant InDels between HSX and CG was higher than the proportion of
SNPs. Furthermore, the general overlap between HSX and the other two sequencers was greater than the
overlap between CG and MOL (Fig. 2g).

Apart from the average number of variants per individual, we were also interested in investigating the
total number of variant sites as a function of varying cohort size. For this, we randomly selected a subset
of individuals while increasing the sample size from 1 to 99 and estimated the total number of variants in
each resulting cohort. The results for all three platforms were similar and are shown in S. Fig 1. As
expected, the number of called variants steadily increased with increasing sample size. However, the
function quickly plateaued after applying the MAF �lter. Consequently, increasing the sample size of the
cohort above 30 individuals was not associated with a considerable increase in the number of detected
variant sites.

Distribution of variants along the genome

One way of estimating the reliability of predicted variants is to correlate them to evolutionary highly
conserved elements in the genome – such as regions with high PhastCons scores. These scores, ranging
between zero and one, were calculated for the human genome (hg19) on the basis of 99 vertebrates, and
stand for the probability of conservation of a nucleotide in the genome. A high score indicates a high rate
of conservation[14]. These genomic positions are known to be under strong purifying selection, which
makes the occurrence of a variant improbable. Therefore, variants detected within such conserved
regions are most likely erroneous. Since no recommendations about an appropriate cut-off value have
been described in the literature, we chose a threshold of PhastCons score > 0.8. This allowed us to retain
conserved regions with high con�dence without being overly restrictive.

Interestingly, relative proportions of PhastCons variants were virtually the same for each experimental
setup (~2.4-2.6%). In the case of variants called by solely one platform, this remained the same for MOL
and CG with ~1.7%, whereas HSX found 4.15% of variants in PhastCons regions. We consider these
variants to be candidates for false positives, since we would expect less variation in highly conserved
genomic regions. For details, see Supplemental Table S Table 1.

Additionally, we were interested in regional effects of variant calling across the genome. Therefore, we
compared the genome-wide distribution of variants in particular areas, such as exonic, intergenic and
intronic areas. The proportional difference in the distribution of variants between the platforms was
negligible with ~2% of variants found in exonic, ~56% variants in intergenic and ~42% of variants found
in intronic regions by all machines. The observed number of variants signi�cantly differed from the
expected value for all three platforms based on the relative length of exons, introns and intergenic regions

https://seafile.rlp.net/d/90e148a9d3504badac20/files/?p=/supplement/Supplement1_genetic_variation_by_indiv.pdf
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and assuming an equal distribution of variants along the genome (p<0.0001, chi-squared test). Notably,
the observed number of variant sites in exons was lower than the expected quantity (observed mean
84867 vs. expected mean 126748 for HSX; observed mean 79071 vs. expected mean 114137 for MOL;
observed mean 79551 vs. expected mean 112639 for CG).

With regard to the mean number of variants found only by one platform, the HSX-cohort had a mean
number of 197865 unique variants in intergenic regions, whereas MOL had 55679 unique variants and
CG had 109274 unique variants in intergenic regions. For intronic regions, a mean count of 142209
variants per sample was found by HSX only, MOL had 37160 mean unique variants and CG had 78368
mean unique variants in introns. For exons there was a mean number of 2762 of variants detected solely
by HSX, whereas MOL had on average 436 unique variants and CG had 962 unique variants in exonic
regions per sample. For details refer to Supplemental Table S Table 1.

Distribution of variants in repetitive genomic regions

Regions that are frequently excluded from the analysis of genomic variants are repetitive elements and
GC rich regions, because they are known to accumulate sequencing errors[1]. In order to calculate the
impact of such regions, we proceeded as follows (Fig. 1c): We obtained the RepeatMasker annotation for
the following classes of repetitive elements, Alu elements, long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE), low
complexity regions, long terminal repeats (LTR) and simple repeats. Then, we calculated the ratio of
variants detected exclusively by one platform to the total number of variants detected by the same
platform for each type of repetitive element. We refer to this as the observed value of the unique variant
rate in the respective RepeatMasker region. The unique variant rate can generally indicate either higher
sensitivity or increased false positive rate. However, we believe that this measure more likely corresponds
to the false positive rate of the variant calling method in repetitive low complexity regions. In order to
estimate the expected value of the unique variant rate, we randomly selected genomic regions of the
same length for each type of RepeatMasker repetitive element and calculated the rate of unique variants
as described above.

Fig. 3 depicts the results for all three pipelines. The expected unique variant rate was ~12.5% for HSX,
~4.7% for MOL and ~19.2% for CG. The observed unique variant rate in low complexity regions and
simple repeats was considerably higher than the expected value for all three platforms. The observed
unique variant rate was around 48% in low complexity regions and approximately 54% in simple repeats
for both HSX and CG (Fig. 3a, 3c). These values were lower for MOL with an observed rate of 19% in low
complexity regions and 25.6% in simple repeats (Fig. 3b). This �nding is however likely due to the fact
that MOL generally detected the lowest number of unique variants compared to the other platforms (cf.
Fig. 2f). Interestingly, however, the absolute number of variants detected in low complexity regions and
simple repeats was higher for MOL than both HSX and CG (Fig. 3d).

Furthermore, we examined the general length distribution of InDels and their proportion overlapping the
repetitive regions de�ned by RepeatMasker. Notably, CG included the highest number of 1-bp insertions
and deletions while MOL was the only sequencer with more 1-bp deletions than 1-bp insertions (Fig. 4a-
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c). Additionally, the proportion of InDels in simple repeats and low complexity regions was well above 0.5
for all sequencers, whereas a value of ~0.2 would be expected. In contrast, InDels were less abundant
than expected in LINE and LTR regions (Fig. 4d-f).

Factors with a signi�cant impact on the concordance of called variants

We performed a Poisson regression analysis in order to investigate factors which potentially in�uence the
concordance between the different pipelines. The response variable was the number of pipelines which
detected each variant. The model included the four categorical predictors genomic region, repetitive
element, MAF for the European cohort from the 1000 Genomes Project and positional conservation.
Genomic regions included intergenic, introns and exons (reference category). Repetitive elements were
obtained from the RepeatMasker annotation including simple repeats, LINE, LTR, low complexity repeats
and non-repetitive elements (reference category). Variants were classi�ed as common if the MAF in the
1000 Genomes Project was >5% (reference category), low if MAF was between 0.5% and 5%, rare if MAF
was below 0.5% and not detected if the variant was not present in the 1000 Genomes Project. Positions
were considered conserved if the PhastCons scores was above 0.8 (reference category) and non-
conserved otherwise.

Results from the regression analysis for SNPs are depicted in Fig. 5a. The factors which showed the
strongest negative effect on the concordance between different pipelines were simple repeats (p<2x10-

16), low complexity regions (p<2x10-16) and novel variants not detected in the 1000 Genomes Project
(p<2x10-16). The concordance of detected variants was also signi�cantly worse for LINEs relative to non-
repetitive elements as well as variants with low and rare MAF compared to common variants. In contrast,
LTRs and introns were associated with a signi�cantly improved concordance relative to non-repetitive
elements and exons, respectively. The impact of intergenic regions and positional conservation was not
statistically signi�cant.

All factors that we included in the regression analysis signi�cantly in�uenced the concordance between
the pipelines for InDels (Fig. 5b). Novel variants not detected in the 1000 Genomes Project were
associated with the strongest negative impact on the concordance between the three pipelines.
Furthermore, intergenic regions and introns relative to exons, simple repeats and low complexity regions
relative to non-repetitive regions, rare variants and non-conserved genomic positions all signi�cantly
contributed to reduced concordance. Conversely, the agreement between the pipelines was signi�cantly
better for variants with a low MAF relative to common variants as well as in LINE and LTR elements
compared to non-repetitive elements. Interestingly, this correlates with the observed rate of InDels in LINE
and LTR regions being lower than the expected average (cf. Fig. 4d-f).

Comparison of allele frequency estimates between different platforms

In the �nal step of the analysis, we investigated whether the estimated allele frequency of variants was
comparable between each pair of platforms for variants detected by both respective platforms. Work�ow
details are summarized in Fig. 1d.
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Fig. 6a-c depicts the allele frequency correlation between the different experimental setups for
chromosome 22, while the results for the remaining chromosomes are shown in Supplemental Figure S.
Fig. 2. Generally, each pair of sequencing technologies demonstrated a strong consensus in estimated
allele frequency indicated by the high density of data points around the diagonal line of the plot. However,
numerous variants were associated with a very high allele frequency for one platform while
simultaneously having a very low occurrence in the other platform.

In order to quantify the variants with strong disagreement in estimated allele frequency between the
different setups, we created a subset with variants having an allele frequency difference >0.8 for each
pair of sequencers. We chose this threshold to be able to focus on variants with a very high occurrence in
one platform and a very low occurrence in the other. Such extreme discrepancies could point to
systematic rather than random errors. We observed an average of 14746.26 variants with allele frequency
difference >0.8 for HSX and CG, closely followed by the average for CG and MOL, whereas this value was
much lower for HSX and MOL (Fig. 6d).

Next, we examined how many of the variants with highly diverging estimated allele frequency correspond
to variants annotated in GWA studies which could illustrate potential problems in downstream analysis.
The average number of such variants for the comparison of HSX and CG as well as CG and MOL was
around 80 (Fig. 6e). Importantly, we could reduce this number to 0 by applying both the MAF and HWE
�lter to the data (Fig. 6f).The majority of these annotated GWAS vairants with very divergent estimated
allele frequency were �ltered out already after applying only the MAF �lter (Fig 6g), whereas the impact of
the HWE �lter alone was much more moderate (Fig. 6h). Consequently, these results indicate that is
seems prudent to combine both �lters as neither one of them managed to remove these highly discordant
variants completely when applied individually.

Discussion
The reliability of genomic variants, especially when merging multiple cohorts, is still not fully evaluated,
both due to the considerable heterogeneity in laboratory protocols and variant-calling pipelines.
Furthermore, multiple studies have led to con�icting estimates of accuracy and of preferred analysis
pipelines for sequencing data, and challenges remain in benchmarking variant call datasets [3-6, 8, 9, 16].
In contrast to previous studies, which were only able to compare a handful of genome or exome
sequences, we were given the unique opportunity to analyze a larger cohort of 99 individuals. This real-
world data set allowed us to perform a practical comparison of the consistency of different sequencing
and variant calling methods.

To begin with, the average number of variants consistently detected throughout all three experimental
setups accounted for approximately 89% of MOL and CG variants and only ~79% of HSX variants. A
Monte Carlo simulation-based statistical test revealed that the observed number of variants called by all
platforms was signi�cantly higher than expected by chance. Nevertheless, the observed number of
variants unique to each method was also signi�cantly increased relative to the expected quantity which
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hints at platform-speci�c biases. This �nding also implies that the choice of sequencing platform and the
following bioinformatic processing strategy directly affect variant calling. This might in turn account for
between-study heterogeneity observed in downstream analyses such as GWAS [17-19].

Upon inspection of the different subtypes of variants, we observed that all three experimental setups
demonstrated a greater concordance in SNPs than in InDel detection. Conversely, the absolute and
relative quantity of InDels varied strongly between the platforms. Notably, HSX detected considerably
more InDels compared to both MOL and CG. Furthermore, InDels also accounted for the majority of
variants unique to HSX. InDels are a class of variants that are particularly prone to amass sequencing
errors. These can occur either during the PCR ampli�cation step, the sequencing reaction, or during the
alignment step, because the aligner may have di�culty placing a single insertion/deletion event in a
highly repetitive stretch of the genome [20]. In line with this, we observed a strong enrichment of InDels in
simple repeats and in low complexity regions, which is characteristic for this type of mutation [21].
Nevertheless, the difference in the overall number of insertions and deletions was speci�c to each
experimental setup, thereby indicating a systematic bias rather than random error. It is important to
mention that the proportion of variants detected in intronic, exonic and intergenic regions was very
consistent between all three platforms. However, absolute numbers varied considerably. In exonic regions
alone, which are often the most relevant regions on the functional level, the difference of unique variants
for the HSX cohort still remained at about 2000 unique variants per person, which is far above the
expected value of mutations a single person should have, potentially indicating reduced speci�city. In line
with this, Conrad and colleagues estimated that approximately 1000 mutations per diploid genome can
be introduced due to somatic mutations, which is already less than the discordance we observed in exons
alone [22].

Since we did not have an independently validated set of high con�dence variants, we were not able to
formally assess the performance of different methods in terms of for example sensitivity or speci�city.
One surrogate measure that we used to evaluate the false positive rate, was the proportion of variants
unique to only one platform detected at highly conserved genomic positions (PhastCons score >0.8). HSX
was associated with the highest proportion of such unique variants potentially indicating reduced
speci�city. However, it should also be mentioned, that HSX detected more unique variants in general and
this was also the most recently sequenced data set. Consequently, it remains to be elucidated if HSX is
more error prone or if the higher number of unique variants is an indicator of increased sensitivity.

We also evaluated the unique variant rate in repetitive genomic elements and compared it to what we
would expect by chance. The observed values were much higher than the expected rates in low
complexity regions and simple repeats for all platforms. Furthermore, Poisson regression revealed that
the concordance of InDels between the three setups in these two types of repetitive elements was
signi�cantly worse than non-repetitive regions. Therefore, it might be reasonable to exclude variants
detected in such regions from GWAS and meta-analyses as these might lead to false conclusions.
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Another potential major issue that we discovered in our analysis were the large discrepancies in the
estimated allele frequencies between pairs of sequencing platforms for a subset of the detected variants.
This �nding has direct implications for inferences drawn from GWAS and is yet another example of how
the choice of sequencing and bioinformatic processing methods might account for systematic between-
study heterogeneity. For instance, in a classic case-control genetic study to identify disease-associated
variants, the effect size usually reported is the odds ratio which is calculated based on allele frequencies
[23]. Therefore, inaccurate estimates of allele frequencies lead to reporting biased odds ratios. Moreover,
variants with a MAF <0.05% as obtained from the European cohort of the 1000 Genomes Project were
associated with a signi�cantly worse concordance between the different pipelines in a Poisson
regression analysis. Importantly, applying a combination of the standard �lters MAF and HWE removed
the variants with large discrepancies in the estimated allele frequency. However, removing variants with a
MAF <5% prohibits the investigation of uncommon or very rare variants.

As previously mentioned, our experimental setup is not suitable for making a de�nitive statement about
the reliability of individual variants. This issue could be tackled by including an arti�cially created
synthetic reference in sequencing experiments. Such references would have to include regions with high
variations or regions which are di�cult to align in order to assess challenging base-calls. However, we
would like to point out that the goal of our study was not to benchmark methods but to provide practical
evidence that the sequencing and bioinformatic methods introduce systematic between-study variation.
Another potential drawback of our study is that the used sequencing platforms have a legacy status and
that the bulk of new data generated today stems from different platforms. Nevertheless, there is still a
considerable number of recently published studies, which make use of older sequencing data from a wide
variety of sources [24-26] and we believe this will continue to be the case. Common incentives for re-
analyzing genomic cohorts include re-mapping reads to a new reference genome version [27], periodic re-
analysis of disease cohorts to diagnose more patients [28] or large meta-GWAS [29], aiming to achieve
statistically signi�cant results by increasing sample sizes.

Conclusions
In our study based on a cohort of 99 subjects sequenced with three different platforms, we demonstrated
a considerable discordance between the sequencing technologies and their respective bioinformatic
processing pipelines. In contrast to previous studies, which have focused extensively on individuals or
smaller groups, our approach using a larger cohort of 99 individuals provides a direct insight into the
challenges that arise when integrating data from different sources. While variants that are uniquely
detected by a single setup might point to increased sensitivity, they might also be the results of
systematic errors. In agreement with previous reports, our study also highlighted the complexity of
correctly calling InDels especially in tandem repeats and low complexity genomic regions. Our setup does
not allow us to speci�cally trace the source of these discrepancies. However, it is reasonable to believe
that both experimental factors such as the sequencing technology as well as the choice of data analysis
method considerably contribute to heterogenous results. The ever-growing amount of available whole
genome sequencing data underlies the need for reliable sequencing platforms and respective
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bioinformatic processing pipelines Back in 2001, Ioannidis and colleagues suggested that meta-analyses
of genetic studies would greatly bene�t from including individual data instead of analyzing summary
statistics [17]. At the time, this seemed unrealistic due to the huge collaborative data-sharing effort
necessary to achieve such goal. Currently, however, it is common practice to make raw data publicly
available. While differences in the choice of sequencing platform cannot be abolished once the data have
been generated, it seems prudent to reprocess raw data in a uni�ed manner prior to conducting a meta-
analysis or generally integrating data from different sources in genomic investigations. This approach
would ensure more reliable and reproducible results by removing biases originating from discrepancies in
the bioinformatic processing pipelines.

Methods
Genomes investigated

A cohort of 99 subjects with the so-called “wellderly phenotype” was investigated. The wellderly
phenotype refers to individuals older than 80 years who do not have any known chronic diseases and do
not receive chronic medication. The subjects in our current study were sampled from a larger cohort
described in Erikson et al., 2013 [13]. All individuals were sequenced three times with different
sequencers: (i) Complete Genomics, (ii) Illumina HiSeq X and (iii) Illumina HiSeq with TruSeq Synthetic
Long-Read DNA Library Prep Kit for long reads (Fig. 1a). All multiple nucleotide polymorphisms (MNP)
were decomposed into consecutive SNP since the Illumina HiSeq data set did not encode them as such.
An MNP is a variant that extends over several base pairs and has sequential bases that differ from the
reference genome. We used VT decompose to split each MNP into a sequence of SNP.

Opensource tools used for analysis

BCFtools 1.9 (http://samtools.github.io/bcftools/bcftools.html) was a standard analysis tool in this
study. We used BCFtools for �ltering (QUAL, MAF, HWE and region-based �lter), querying (i.e. creation of a
bed-�le) and intersecting. BCFtools stats was used to retrieve information about the vcf-�les (number of
variants/SNP/InDel, Ti/Tv ratio, InDel length distribution). In addition, we worked with the plugin �ll-tags
to update variant tags in vcf-�les (i.e. AF, HWE). In order to join all individual vcf-�les to a single cohort-
level �le, we used BCFtools merge. Since vcf is a reduced �le format, which only includes the differences
to the reference genome of a given genetic sequence, we assumed, that a missing variant corresponds to
a reference genome type at this position.

Tabix 1.7.2 (http://www.htslib.org/doc/tabix.html) was used to create index �les for gziped vcf-�les and
is needed by BCFtools for processing.

Bedtools 2.27.1 (https://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/) was used to intersect a bed with a vcf-�le
(Bedtools intersect). To pseudo-randomly assign every entry of a bed-�le to a new position on the
chromosome we worked with bedtools shu�e. To ensure reproducibility we chose 27111992 as a seed
value.

http://samtools.github.io/bcftools/bcftools.html
http://www.htslib.org/doc/tabix.html
https://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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With Vt 0.57721 decompose (https://github.com/atks/vt) we split MNP into consecutives SNP. This was
necessary because Illumina HiSeq did not include MNP.

With BigWigToWig unversioned [downloaded: 23.01.19]
(https://www.encodeproject.org/software/bigwigtowig/) bigwig-�les were converted to wig-�les and
afterwards with Bedops 2.4.35 (https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/28/14/1919/218826)
to bed-�les.

We used R 3.6.1 (https://www.r-project.org/) for basic calculations, data manipulation and as a
framework for plotting using ggplot2 3.2.1 (https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/). With dplyr 0.8.3
(https://dplyr.tidyverse.org/) we �ltered variants according to their allele frequency difference (Fig. 1d).
The Venn diagrams were plotted with VennDiagram 1.6.20 (https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/VennDiagram/VennDiagram.pdf). In order to manipulate the data frames
according to the needs of VennDiagramm, we employed the packages tidyverse 1.3
(https://www.tidyverse.org/), hrbrthemes 0.6.0 (https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/hrbrthemes/index.html), tm 0.7.6 (https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/tm/tm.pdf) and proustr 0.4.0 (https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/proustr/index.html). Whenever possible we worked with GNU parallel
20161222 (https://www.gnu.org/software/parallel/) to minimize the run-time.

Tracks

We aimed to identify regions which differ more between the sequencers and post-sequencing
algorithmns. We used several annotation tracks which can be downloaded or easily applied. If not
already available, we converted the track into the bed-�le format and processed our �les with it.

Repeatmasker: Alu, LINE, low complexty, LTR, simple repeats
(http://www.repeatmasker.org/genomes/hg19/RepeatMasker-rm405-db20140131/hg19.fa.out.gz
10.02.2019)

PhastCons 100 way: highly conserved regions with a score > 0.8
(http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenpath/hg19/PhastCons.conserved.bed 10.02.2019)

Exon, Intron, Intergenic (https://genome.uscs.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables 16.07.19)

Additionaly we created bed-�les of the following features:

Minorallelefrequency > 0.05

Hardy-Weinberg-Equilibrium < 0.05

Minor Allele Frequency

https://github.com/atks/vt
https://www.encodeproject.org/software/bigwigtowig/
https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/28/14/1919/218826
https://www.r-project.org/
https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/
https://dplyr.tidyverse.org/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/VennDiagram/VennDiagram.pdf
https://www.tidyverse.org/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/hrbrthemes/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tm/tm.pdf
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/proustr/index.html
https://www.gnu.org/software/parallel/
http://www.repeatmasker.org/genomes/hg19/RepeatMasker-rm405-db20140131/hg19.fa.out.gz
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenpath/hg19/phastcons.conserved.bed
https://genome.uscs.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables
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The Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) is a commonly used �lter for downstream analysis of genetic data.
The individual data of all samples were merged into a cohort �le. Since vcf-format is sparse and only
contains positions that differ from the reference genome, we set ‘missing positions’ as reference. After
adding the MAF-tag and �ltering for 5% a bed-�le with the genetic positions of the variants above the
threshold was created for each sequencer. These bed-�les were used to �lter each individual vcf-�le.

Hardy-Weinberg-Equilibrium

The Hardy-Weinberg-Equilibrium (HWE) is a theoretical measure for the derivation of variants from the
expected Mendelian heritage. It has been shown that HWE is a good instrument to minimize the effects of
genotype errors [30]. Here, we used an HWE-threshold of p > 0.05. Our approach was identical as
described in the section “Minor Allele Frequency”.

PhastCons – highly conserved regions

UCSC provides the PhastCons 100 way annotation, a conservation score for every genetic position [14].
The scores were created using 99 vertebrates and the human genome and they correspond to the
probability of a nucleotide being conserved. We were interested in keeping highly conserved regions,
therefore we chose a PhastCons score >0.8.

Variants with highly differing estimated allele frequency

As shown in Figure 1d section 1, we compared the estimated allele frequencies of each pair sequencers
for all variants. We de�ned variants with highly differing allele frequency as such, if the difference in
estimates was >0.8.

NGHRI-EBI GWAS-catalogue

The NHGRI-EBI GWAS catalogue of published genome-wide association studies (GWAS catalogue)
consists of 5687 GWA studies and contains 71673 SNP-trait associations from 3567 published studies
[15]. All included SNPs are associated to common traits or diseases. A study and an association must
meet strict criteria to be included in the GWAS catalogue: an array based GWAS with at least 100,000
SNP and a SNP-trait association must have a p-value < 1*10-5 [31]. In our work�ow we �ltered for variants
with highly differing estimated allele frequency that were present in the GWAS catalogue (with matching
chromosome, position and rsID). (Figure 1d, section 2).

Unique variant rate (UVR)

We de�ned the unique variant rate (UVR) as the number of variants, that were only found by one
sequencer, divided by the number of all variants, that were found by the sequencer.

Statistical analysis
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The observed and expected number of variants for the three analysis pipelines and their intersections
(Venn-diagram in Fig. 2b) was statistically compared using a Monte Carlo simulation approach.
Assuming the total average number of variants observed (4,500,440) as the "true" base population from
which variants were called by each sequencing approach, we could infer the statistical over- or under-
representation of each section of the Venn-diagram. We computed the null-distribution for the expected
number of variants in each set by randomly drawing the observed number of variants for each
sequencing approach and determining the respective intersections. This step was repeated 1000 times
and the mean values over all runs were taken as estimates for the null distribution of the number of
variants in each set of the Venn-diagram. The observed number of variants was then compared against
the expected null distribution with a chi-squared test.

The Poisson regression analysis to investigate potential factors which signi�cantly impact concordance
between different sequencers was performed by �tting a generalized linear model with the glm function
from the stats package in R. In order to investigate if there is an overdispersion in the response variable,
we also attempted to �t negative binomial regression models with the glm.nb function from the MASS
package. However, these models failed to converge suggesting that no overdispersion was present
therefore the results from the Poisson model were reported.

Abbreviations
AF: Allele Frequency

CG: Complete Genomics

GIAB: Genome in a bottle

GWAS: Genome-wide Association Study
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InDel: Insertion/Deletion Polymorphism

LINE: Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements

LTR: Long Terminal Repeats
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SNP: Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
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Graphical abstract of the study. a, Schematic overview of the work�ow before our analysis. 99 individuals
with the wellderly phenotype were sequenced three times with Illumina HiSeq X (HSX, Apr. 2016), Illumina
HiSeq (MOL, Feb. 2011) and Complete Genomics (CG, Apr. 2011). The resulting sequencing data were
processed with three different bioinformatic pipelines. For CG, the in-house software cgatools (v. 1.6.0)
with the Complete Genomics Analysis pipeline (v. 2.0.22) was used, while both Illumina cohorts were
aligned and called with Isaac Alignment Software and Isaac Variant Caller. In our current study, we
analyzed the resulting vcf-�le (three �les per individual). b, We evaluated the concordance of called
variants between different sequencing platforms by intersecting the respective vcf-�les. The average
number of concordant variants for different intersections was calculated and reported. c, Schematic
overview of the work process for variants detected in repetitive genomic elements annotated with the
RepeatMasker software. Annotations were converted into a bed-�le. All contained sections of the bed-�le
were pseudo-randomly assigned to a new position on the same chromosome in order to sample random
genomic regions of the same length as the respective RepeatMasker regions. The raw vcf-�les were
�ltered with the position �les. The observed and expected unique variant rate (UVR) in RepeatMasker
regions was estimated by dividing the number of unique variants by all variants found by one sequencer
in the respective region. d, (1) For each sequencer we created a cohort �le by merging all 99 individual
vcf-�les into one. This cohort vcf-�le was queried to obtain the information about all variants including
the chromosome, position, reference allele, alternative allele and allele frequency. (2) We then quanti�ed
all variants with a difference in estimated allele frequency >0.8 between each pair of sequencers. The
resulting variants were intersected with SNPs, which are included in the EMBL-EBI GWAS catalogue. To
evaluate the in�uence of the commonly used �lters Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) and Hardy-Weinberg-
Equilibrium (HWE), we �ltered the variant sets overlapping GWAS catalogue SNPs for MAF > 0.05 and
HWE > 0.05.
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Figure 2

Composition of variants detected under different experimental setups. a, The overall average number of
variants as well as the average number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) or insertions/deletions
(InDel) are shown for each sequencing platform and for the intersection of all platforms. b, The Venn-
diagram shows all possible intersections for the sets of variants detected for each platform. The quantity
of variants in each subset is reported as absolute numbers as well as relative proportions in percent with
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respect to each sequencing platform. Percentages are color-coded according to the reference platform. c,
Monte Carlo simulation-based comparison of the observed and expected number of variants in the
different intersections of the Venn-diagram. d, The bar plot shows the average number of variants for
Illumina HiSeq X (HSX), Illumina HiSeq(MOL), Complete Genomics (CG) and variants detected by all three
platforms. e, the bar plot shows the average number of variants detected by at least two platforms. f, the
bar plot shows the average number of variants detected by exactly one platform. g, the bar plot shows the
average number of variants detected by exactly two platforms. SNPs are colored green and InDels are
colored red on the bar plots in d-g.” \” indicates a logical “not”, “&” corresponds to a logical “and”.

Figure 3

Unique variant rate in repetitive regions annotated with the RepeatMasker software. a, The barplot shows
the observed and expected rate of unique variants in Repeatmasker regions for Illumina HiSeq X (HSX). b,
The barplot shows the observed and expected rate of unique variants in Repeatmasker regions for
Illumina HiSeq (MOL) c, The barplot shows the observed and expected rate of unique variants in
Repeatmasker regions for Complete Genomics (CG) d, The barplot shows the average number of variants
(variant count) detected for HSX, MOL and CG, respectively in each type of RepeatMasker region. LINE:
long interspersed nuclear elements; LTR: long terminal repeats.
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Figure 4

Insertion/deletion (InDel) length distribution and InDel proportion in RepeatMasker regions. a, The
histogram shows the InDel length distribution for Illumina HiSeq X (HSX) b, The histogram shows the
InDel length distribution for Illumina HiSeq (MOL). c, The histogram shows the InDel length distribution
for Complete Genomics (CG). Positive values of the InDel length correspond to insertions whereas
negative values represent deletions in a-c. d, Observed and expected proportion of InDels in repetitive
elements annotated with the RepeatMasker software for HSX. e, Observed and expected proportion of
InDels in repetitive elements annotated with the RepeatMasker software for MOL f, Observed and
expected proportion of InDels in repetitive elements annotated with the RepeatMasker software for CG.
LINE: long interspersed nuclear elements; Low comp.: low complexity regions; LTR: long terminal repeats.
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Figure 5

Regression analysis of factors impacting the concordance of variants between experimental setups.
Poisson regression was performed with the four predictors genomic region, repetitive element
(RepeatMasker annotation), minor allele frequency (MAF) obtained from the European cohort from the
1000 Genomes Project and positional conservation (indicated by the PhastCons score) for a, SNPs and b,
InDels separately. Positive regression coe�cients indicate predictors which improve the concordance
between different setups, whereas negative coe�cients correspond to factors which reduce the
concordance. Regression coe�cients that are signi�cantly different from 0 are colored red, non-
signi�cant coe�cients are colored gray.
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Figure 6

Comparison of allele frequency estimates between different sequencing platforms. a, Correlation plot of
estimated allele frequencies (AF) for variants on chromosome 22 between Illumina HiSeq X (HSX) and
Illumina HiSeq (MOL) b, Correlation plot of estimated allele frequencies for variants on chromosome 22
between HSX and Complete Genomics (CG) c, Correlation plot of estimated allele frequencies for variants
on chromosome 22 between MOL and CG. The yellow/green color in a-c indicates a high density in the
corresponding area of the bivariate distribution of allele frequencies for each pairwise combination of
sequencing platforms. The purple color corresponds to areas with low density on the bivariate scatter
plot. d, Average number of variants (mean count) having an allele frequency difference >0.8 between
different platforms. e, Average number (mean count) of known genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
variants having an allele frequency difference >0.8 between different platforms. f, Average number (mean
count) of known GWAS variants having an allele frequency difference >0.8 between different platforms
after applying the minor allele frequency (MAF) and Hardy-Weinberg-Equilibrium (HWE) �lter. Known
GWAS variants were retrieved from the EMBL-EBI GWAS catalogue[15]. g, Average number (mean count)
of known GWAS variants having an allele frequency difference >0.8 between different platforms after
applying the minor MAF �lter only. h. Average number (mean count) of known GWAS variants having an
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allele frequency difference >0.8 between different platforms after applying only the HWE �lter. Known
GWAS variants were retrieved from the EMBL-EBI GWAS catalogue [15].
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